An early post-mutational selection event directs expansion of autoreactive B cells in murine lupus.
We report evidence for a strong selection event directing the outgrowth of autoreactive B cells in spontaneous murine lupus. The event occurred shortly following the induction of the somatic hypermutation process. This conclusion is derived from extensive sequence analyses of VH and VL loci expressed by hybridomas representing two large histone-specific clones (lineages) from an autoimmune (NZB x SWR)F1 mouse. To obtain unambiguous somatic mutational information, we devised a strategy to amplify and sequence the JH and JK clusters that flank expressed V genes. Somatic mutations in V flanking sequences of the two autoreactive clones revealed that in one clone the pattern was relatively simple: the frequency of mutation was low, and only one somatic mutation was shared by all clone members. Members of the second large histone-specific clone contained many somatic mutations in combinations that indicated numerous rounds of selection. Importantly, however, as observed with the first clone, one observed somatic mutation was shared by all clone members. Since, for each clone, all members shared only one visible mutation over extensive sequence tracts, we conclude that the autoreactive clones were derived from single precursors that had just begun to mutate their V genes. The data indicate that a strong selection event had occurred shortly after the initial acquisition of somatic mutation(s) in precursors to each clone, at a stage of development corresponding to that of the germinal center B cell approximately 1 week post immunization.